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Sponsored by:



Welcome

Christopher Surgenor, Editor, GreenAir Online 

Julien Dufour, CEO, VERIFAVIA 

Andrew Pozniak, Executive Director, Green Aviation



Opening Address

Jane Hupe

Deputy Director, Environment, Air Transport Bureau

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 

via video



Is the aviation industry ready for the introduction 

of CORSIA requirements in 2019?

➢ Michael Gill, Executive Director, Air Transport Action Group

Andrew Herdman, Director General, Association of Asia Pacific Airlines

Nancy Young, Vice President, Environmental Affairs, Airlines for America

Moderator: Christopher Surgenor, Editor, GreenAir Online



Aviation Carbon 2018
London Heathrow

Michael Gill, Executive Director - ATAG



Tackling the 
climate challenge
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CORSIA will apply from 1 January 2019





Future capacity-support



CORSIA progress at ICAO
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CORSIA progress – are countries ready?
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Avoiding the patchwork
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Is enough being done to mitigate emissions across 
the system?



Long-term





How does the business aviation sector play its part 

in climate action?

➢ Bruce Parry, Senior Environment Manager, European 

Business Aviation Association

Mike Ryan, Co-founder and Head of Supply,
Victor Private Jet Charter



B r u c e  P a r r y

S e n i o r  E n v i r o n m e n t  M a n a g e r  – E B A A

A v i a t i o n  C a r b o n  2 0 1 8
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WHAT IS BUSINESS AVIATION?

Business Aviation covers:

• Business aviation charter operators sell flights, not seats
• Business aviation represents 7% of the total Instrument Flight Rule

(IFR) flights that take place in Europe
• Half of the business aviation operators in Europe own or manage

fewer that 2 aircraft and are small business owners

Commercial (i.e. charter) 
operations

Corporate 
flights

Private flights/ 
Fractional ownership
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374,000 jobs are dependent on the European business aviation 
industry of which 192,000 are directly operational 

A FEW QUICK BUSINESS AVIATION FACTS

City or area pairs in Europe directly connected exclusively by 
business aviation 

The business aviation contribution to the European 
economy

Business aviation operated the equivalent of 1000 medical flights every 
month during 2017
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BUSINESS AVIATION COMMITMENT ON CLIMATE CHANGE

• The Business Aviation Commitment on Climate Change (BACCC) was 
developed and published in November 2009

• 3 goals

• 4 key pathways towards achieving its goals

• Guides and is a foundation for all environment and sustainability 
activity within the business aviation sector

• Identified market based measures as a key contributor to emissions 
reductions as part of the commitment
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Goal 3

Halving total CO2

emissions by 2050 
relative to 2005

Goal 2

Achieving carbon-
neutral growth from 

2020

Goal 1

Improving fuel 
efficiency 2% per 

year from 2010 until 
2020

Graphic courtesy Bombardier Business Aircraft taken from the Business Aviation Commitment on Climate Change update 2015. ATAG Graphics

BUSINESS AVIATION COMMITMENT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
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• Given that SAJF was one of the key deliverables towards achieving 
the long-term goals within the BACCC, business aviation was acutely 
aware that it needed to do more to encourage understanding and 
increase use of SAJF

• Gulfstream and Bombardier for example had already been using SAJF 
for its demonstration and delivery flights

• Following and extensive survey of the industry it realised education 
on SAJF was key towards a wider engagement and use of the 
technology

• A consortium of 5 key business aviation stakeholders; GAMA, NATA, 
IBAC, EBAA, NBAA got together to move forward the findings of the 
industry

SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVE JET FUEL (SAJF)
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• The consortium set about providing that need through the publication 
of the SAJF Guide

• The SAJF Guide was launched and widely distributed in May 2018 at 
EBACE – the European Business Aviation Conference and Exhibition 
with a promise by the consortium to promote the development and use 
of SAJF for the industry

• The 5 consortium company’s leaders signed a declaration declaring that 
they would ”….renew their focus…on the development and adoption of 
SAJF…..” 

• More detail on the declaration, the project in general and to download 
the guide can be found here; 
https://www.futureofsustainablefuel.com/

• Why include the word “jet”

SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVE JET FUEL (SAJF)

https://www.futureofsustainablefuel.com/
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• Following on from the launch at EBACE, a number of events have been 
planned at key business aviation airports designed to demonstrate that 
SAJF can become a mainstream, drop-in alternative for today’s general 
aviation aircraft

• The event will be held at Van Nuys Airport (VNY) in Southern California 
in January 2019

• VNY’s four fixed-based operators (FBOs) have all collaborated to supply 
fuel for this event, so that the entire customer base of the airport can 
benefit from the availability

• A similar event is being planned at another key business aviation 
airport, but this time in Europe, with others at locations across the 
globe over the next 18 months

SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVE JET FUEL (SAJF)



WHAT IS EBAA DOING?

• Sustainability is now part of the core values of EBAA and as such is 
being integrated into the day-to-day operations of the association

• What does this really mean?

• EBAA has embarked on a lower carbon events and activities 
programme, which includes;
• All EBAA staged events

• Our offices 

• Promoting and encouraging sustainability within our membership

• Changing behaviours

• Although these activities are not specifically part of the BACCC, 
they are fundamental in their contribution to the business 
aviation bigger picture
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EBAA EVENTS

EBAA Annual 
Safety Conference

EBAA Cabin 
Service Conference

• EBACE is an annual event that is a showcase for the business aviation 
industry held at the Palexpo in Geneva, Switzerland

• EBAA has embarked on a 5 year plan to reduce the overall 
environmental impact of this event through a number initiatives, for 
example;
• Zero-landfill event strategy

• Reuse of exhibition equipment, including carpets and construction 
materials

• Reduce the amount of printed material through the introduction of app 
based media

• Introduction of water fountains to reduce waste and single use plastics

• Taking advantage of the 100% renewable energy supplied to Palexpo from 
Swiss sources

• Source SAJF for the static display
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EBAA OFFICES

• The same 5 year plan and rationale applies to EBAA’s offices in 
Brussels; 
• Zoned lighting throughout the office area that switches on and off 

based on movement and ambient light in the office and times out at 
the end of the day

• You’d be surprised how many times a washroom is actually visited in a 
day, but always has the lights – not at EBAA

• Use of a water fountain again, to reduce waste and single use 
plastics

• Waste segregation as per building management guidelines

• Top 10 tips for staff
• Don’t throw away waste water taken from the fountain, give it to the 

plants in the office!
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ACI AIRPORT CARBON ACCREDITATION

• 9 of the top 10 airports used by business aviation in Europe are 
involved in the ACI Airport Carbon Accreditation programme – the 
standard for carbon management at airports

• All 9 are at one of the four levels of accreditation, which are; 
Mapping, Reduction, Optimisation and Neutrality

• Not all of these airports are exclusively for business aviation 
operators, but business aviation operators benefit from the 
measures implemented at each of these airports

• In July 2018 TAG Farnborough Airport became the first general 
aviation in the ACI programme to achieve carbon neutrality
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WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

• Is there something new that could also help contribute to the 2050 
goal in the BACCC apart from the tradition methods that we are 
familiar with?

• It’s possible that turbo-electric hybrid or electric aircraft could be 
that something new

• It is estimated that here are somewhere in the region of 100* 
electrically propelled aircraft in development across the world

• Business and general aviation have the ideal model for the 
introduction of the right sized aircraft that could benefit from 
these technologies

• There are still many questions to answer, however, there are 
predictions that these types of aircraft could enter service within 
the next 5 – 15 years*

* Figures from Roland Berger publication; Aircraft Electrical Propulsion – The Next Chapter of Aviation?
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WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

• EBAA will be looking into this subject more deeply at EBACE 2019 
at a specific panel session within its Innovation Zone

• The session will bring together turbo-electric hybrid and electric 
aircraft OEMs, together with industry commentators to discuss this 
exciting subject

• Exhibitors will also be invited to showcase products that will use 
the turbo-electric hybrid and electric systems 

• Is it now a question of when, not if?

• Very exciting times ahead for the industry!

* Figures from Roland Berger publication; Aircraft Electrical Propulsion – The Next Chapter of Aviation?
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THANK 
YOU!



What are the challenges facing countries in 

implementing CORSIA regulations?

Annie Petsonk, International Counsel, Environmental Defense Fund

Michael Lunter, Senior Policy Advisor, Directorate-General for Civil 

Aviation & Maritime Affairs, Ministry of Infrastructure and Water 

Management, the Netherlands

Moderator: Christopher Surgenor, Editor, GreenAir Online



Buffet Lunch 

Sponsored by:



Buffet Lunch 

Sponsored by:



With the introduction of CORSIA, is it still necessary to include 

aviation emissions in the EU ETS and national tax regimes?

Africa Abajas Bermejillo, Head of Aviation Services, Vertis Environmental Finance

Montserrat Barriga, Director General, European Regions Airline Association

Julie Girling, Member of the European Parliament

➢ Damien Meadows, Adviser, DG CLIMA, European Commission

Andrew Murphy, Aviation Manager, Transport & Environment

Moderator: Christopher Surgenor, Editor, GreenAir Online



Experience from the EU ETS and  
implementation of ICAO's global 

scheme

Damien MEADOWS
Directorate General for Climate Action 

European Commission 

5 November 2018



• Putting a price on greenhouse gas emissions is 
important to harness market forces

Overall context
• Paris Agreement aim to limit climate change to 

2°C/1.5°C, and recent IPCC report on 1.5°C

• EU ETS has been the cornerstone of EU’s climate 
policy since 2005:
• 13 years of operational experience, including of transparent 

monitoring, verification and enforcement
• Supply and demand (Market Stability Reserve)
• Across half of EU economy, 43% reduction below 1990 levels



Implementing CORSIA through the EU ETS
• 1st step: appropriate provisions now in 3 pieces of legislation:

▪ Implementing Regulation on Monitoring and Reporting (published)

▪ Implementing Regulation on the verification of GHG reports and  
accreditation of verifiers (published)

▪ Delegated Regulation as regards MRV for the purposes of establishing a 
global market-based measure (Art.28c ETS) 

▪ Flights between EEA and aerodromes in 3rd countries

▪ Flights between EEA and aerodromes in outermost regions, 
dependencies and territories of EEA States

▪ Relevant verified data transmitted to ICAO Secretariat

• 2nd step: Parliament and Council to consider the remaining differences 
between EU ETS and CORSIA (e.g. equal treatment on routes)



Climate 
Action

Global implementation of CORSIA

• Regular reporting to European Parliament and Council on:

• - progress on the relevant ICAO instruments 

• - participation & domestic measures taken by third countries to 
implement the ICAO scheme

• EU is the biggest supporter of ICAO succeeding: EU law amended 3 times 
to facilitate progress, and substantial EU financial and expert contributions

• Commission study on possible legal arrangements to implement a global 
market based measure for international aviation emissions show 
challenges to be successfully overcome

• In order to avoid distortion of competition, it is important that all flights on 
the same route be treated in the same way (rec.8, Regulation 421/2014)



Step 1: Implementing rules for monitoring, reporting, verification and accreditation 
will be scrutinised by EP and Council before adoption and entry into force

The delegated act will be scrutinised by EP and Council after Commission adoption 

Role of the Parliament and Council

Step 2: The Commission will report to the European 
Parliament and Council on ways to implement CORSIA in 
Union law through a revision of the EU ETS (Art.28b(2))

The report shall look at, inter alia, the level of participation 
in CORSIA, its enforceability, transparency, penalties for 
non-compliance, environmental integrity, quality of offset 
credits, MRV and rules for biofuels. 

The European Parliament and Council will decide to amend 
Union law through the ordinary legislative procedure



Outstanding issues on CORSIA still to be decided at ICAO

Part 1: Alternative aviation fuels

➢ Pedro Piris-Cabezas, Senior Economist, Global Climate, 

Environmental Defense Fund



CORSIA and Alternative Aviation Fuels

Pedro Piris-Cabezas

Senior Economist, Global Climate

Aviation Carbon 2018

London Heathrow Marriott Hotel

November 5, 2018
© Environmental Defense fund 2018 



Key questions

1. How are sustainable alternative fuels defined as being eligible 

under CORSIA SARPs?  

2. What are the critical elements that are still to be decided? 

3. Why has there been no agreement at ICAO on the criteria and 

principles for sustainable aviation fuels?  

4. Why have lower-carbon fossil aviation fuels been included as 

eligible?



1. How are sustainable alternative fuels defined as 
being eligible under CORSIA SARPs?

➢ Paragraph 6 of the Assembly Resolution A39-3 requests, “[...] that a methodology 

should be developed to ensure that an aircraft operator’s offsetting 

requirements under the scheme in a given year can be reduced through the 

use of sustainable alternative fuels […]” 

➢ First edition of the SARPs: the mechanism is Paragraph 6 now applies to 

”CORSIA eligible fuels” (CEF): (1) sustainable aviation fuels and (2) “lower 

carbon aviation fuels”, which are fossil fuels. 

Why have lower carbon fuels been included as eligible if such fuels are not 

sustainable alternative fuels and were not contemplated either in A39-3 or in 

the first draft of the SARPs?



SARPs approach to CEF in a nutshell

• Under CORSIA, all aeroplane operators 
report all CO2 combustion emissions 
from fuel use (both conventional aviation 
fuel and CEF). (Part II, Chapter 2)

• Aeroplane operators can reduce their 
offsetting obligations by claiming 
emissions reductions from the use of 
CEF. (Part II, Chapter 3)



CEF Emissions Reductions
• To compute emissions reductions (ER) from the use of CEF the aeroplane operator 

multiplies the total mass of net CEF (MS) by the CEF emissions reduction factor and 
the fuel conversion factor to CO2 emissions (FCF). (Part II, Chapter 3)

– The SAF emission reduction factor (1- (LSf / LC)) is inversely proportional to the life 
cycle emissions benefit of the CEF as compared to a baseline of 89 gCO2e/MJ (LC) 
representing conventional jet fuel.

– The CEF life cycle emissions value (LSf) accounts for both core-LCA and Induced 
Land Use Change values. 

“The offset test” …if it looks like a offset, swims like a offset, and quacks like a 

offset, then it probably is an offset.



MRV of CEF claims in Volume IV (1)

MONITORING of CEF claims

• To become eligible: 

(1) CEF must comply with CORSIA sustainability criteria, and 

(2) CEF producers must be certified by an ICAO-approved Sustainability Certification Scheme (SCS). 

REPORTING of CEF claims

• To claim emissions reductions the aeroplane operator shall: 

(1) Report a set of detailed information to its State by the end of the compliance period for net 
purchases of CEF 

(2) Declare that it has not made claims for the same CEF under any other GHG schemes.

Each State will compile and aggregate its operators’ data and report that to ICAO, which will 
aggregate it further and make it partially public in the CORSIA Central Registry (CCR).

➢ The information in the CCR is not sufficient to prevent double use or double claiming.



VERIFICATION of CEF claims

• Fuel purchases and transaction reports (together with fuel 
blending records and sustainability credentials) constitute the 
documentary proof for the purpose of verification of CEF 
emissions reduction claims. 

• Verification of CEF claims is meant to ensure that: 

– The Aeroplane operator is not claiming the use of CEF under 
another mandatory or voluntary scheme it participates in, and

– CEF emissions reductions claims are materially fair, an 
accurate representation and consistent with the SARPs. 

• Aeroplane operators are required to have audit rights of the 
production records of CEF but calling these is envisioned as 
a last resort action. No mandated audit rights over fuel 
suppliers and other economic operators downstream of the 
fuel producer.

MRV of CEF claims in Volume IV (2)



➢To prevent financial and reputational risks, aeroplane 
operators should buy CEFs only from third-party 
certified economic operators to ensure that the CEF 
chain of custody is not broken and that the CEF claims 
represent real emissions reductions. 

➢Additional MRV procedures need to be developed in 
order to avoid double claiming by States.

MRV of CEF claims in Volume IV (and 3)



2. What are remaining critical elements?

• ICAO CORSIA “Implementation 

Elements” (ANNEX 16, VOLUME 

IV) Summary on ICAO Website lists 

five Fuels documents.

• Most of these have not yet been 

published, or only portions of them 

have been published.

• The environmental integrity of the 

CORSIA CEF can only be assessed 

once all these ICAO Documents are 

fully published.

Source: https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/CORSIA/Pages/implementation-elements.aspx

https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/CORSIA/Pages/implementation-elements.aspx


2. Remaining elements, continued…

• Comprehensive and robust sustainability criteria.

• Methodologies for addressing Induced Land Use Change (ILUC) 
values and low risk land use change practices.

• Methodologies for addressing unchecked indirect emissions for 
some wastes, residues and by-products. 

• Eligibility requirements for SCS including traceability requirements. 

• Protocol to avoid double counting of CEF emissions reductions 
including double claiming by States.



3. Sustainability Criteria for CEF

➢ ICAO adopted Principles on (1) GHGs 
and (2) Carbon stocks.  

➢What are the missing principles and 
criteria? 

(3) water; (4) soil; (5) air; (6) 

conservation; (7) waste and 

chemicals; (8) human and labor 

rights; (9) land use rights and land 

use; (10) water use rights; (10) local 

and social development; (12) food 

security. 

➢To provide clarity for fuel producers and operators, and avoid incentivizing 

low-sustainability aviation fuels, ICAO should finalize comprehensive 

sustainability criteria before the start of the CORSIA pilot phase.

Source: Draft CORSIA Implementation Elements as included in the State Letter 

with the Proposal of the First Edition of Annex 16, Volume IV.



4. Lower Carbon Fossil Aviation Fuels

➢ CORSIA currently allows fuels with 10% or better net GHG emissions over their life cycle than 

conventional fossil jet fuel to be considered as CEF. The amount of carbon credit such fuels 

can claim is limited to the measured life-cycle carbon benefit. 

➢ Some crude oils with very low upstream carbon intensity and negligible transportation 

emissions might meet the 10% threshold. Their use can be credited, but only to the extent 

that they deliver measurable carbon benefits and are not double counted. Airlines may wish 

to be cautious about them, as CORSIA’s 10% threshold may be revised upward in future.

➢ Enhanced Oil Recovery is a crude oil production technique that might result in net GHG 

emissions saving of 15%-40% in some locations by injecting into the ground CO2 emitted from, 

e.g., fossil grid electricity.  

➢ These “emission credits” would represent an exception to the “attributional life cycle 

assessment approach” (similar in nature to Municipal Solid Waste Landfill and Recycling 

emissions credits), and would therefore need to be subject to provisions ensuring  

additionality, permanence and avoidance of double counting. 



Pedro Piris-Cabezas
ppiris@edf.org

Questions & Discussion



A note on avoiding double-counting of CEF 
reductions

• If an alternative fuel reduces emissions over its life cycle, that’s good for the 
climate.

• When the fuel is burned in an aircraft, emissions come out the back of the 
engine.  Any fuel-related reductions occur in the territory of the country where 
the fuel is produced.

• If the host country reports those reductions under Paris, and an airline also 
claims those reductions under CORSIA, that’s double-counting!  That’s not 
good for the climate. 

• Double-counting can and must be addressed.  Here’s how. 



STATE

YEAR X

International Bunker (fossil fuel)

MEMO ITEM IN STATE A INVENTORY

International CO2

emissions (ICAO)

National GHG 

emissions inventory



STATE

YEAR X

International Bunker (fossil fuel)

MEMO ITEM IN NATIONAL INVENTORY

CEF mitigation outcomes for CORSIA

National GHG 

emissions inventory

➢ The national GHG inventory of the host State will capture mitigation outcomes that occur over the 

lifecycle of the CEF.

➢ In CORSIA, mitigation outcomes from CEF are calculated on a lifecycle basis and can be credited 

against CORSIA obligations. 

➢ DOBLE CLAIMING: To avoid double-claiming, the host State must make a corresponding 

adjustment (see next slide) to its emissions account for the mitigation outcomes of the CEF 

transferred to CORSIA.



STATE

YEAR X

International Bunker (fossil fuel)

MEMO ITEM IN NATIONAL INVENTORY

Operator must inform the host State about CEF 

mitigation outcomes for CORSIA  and the State must 

make a corresponding adjustment

STATE

YEAR X + n

Transferred mitigation outcomes 

(accounting balance)

National GHG 

emissions inventory

CEF mitigation outcomes for CORSIA

CORRESPONDING ADJUSTMENT



Outstanding issues on CORSIA still to be decided at ICAO

Part 2: Emission units

Perumal Arumugam, Team Lead, Sustainable Development Mechanisms 

Programme, UNFCCC

Dirk Forrister, President & CEO, International Emissions Trading Association

Margaret-Ann Splawn, Executive Director, Climate Markets & Investment 

Association

➢ Gilles Dufrasne, Policy Officer, Carbon Pricing, Carbon Market Watch

Moderator: Andreas Hardeman, Managing Director, Hardeman Consulting



Environmental integrity under 
UNFCCC and ICAO markets

Gilles Dufrasne

Policy Officer, Carbon Market Watch

Aviation Carbon 2018, London



Impact of decisions at UNFCCC on CORSIA

1. Sending  a signal of ambition through a restricted transition of the 
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)

2. Setting rules against double counting to inform program eligibility 
under CORSIA



Preventing a flood of CDM credits

• Clean Development Mechanism has a potential pre-2020 supply 
larger than estimated CORSIA demand over 2021-2035 (Schneider et 
al., 2017)

• Many good methodologies could form basis for future markets

• But the majority of projects do not need CDM revenues to continue
reducing emissions (Fearnehough et al., 2018)

→ all projects must be reassessed and no pre-2020 credits should be 
eligible under CORSIA or the Paris Agreement



Avoiding double counting through harmonized rules

• UNFCCC Parties will need to agree on rules to avoid 
all forms of double counting

• This requires a transparent tracking 
system/registry covering UNFCCC, CORSIA and 
voluntary markets

• All credits will need to be subject to a 
corresponding adjustment



Conclusion

• Quality of carbon markets at UNFCCC and ICAO levels are closely 
linked

• If double counting is not prevented, both markets will undermine 
climate ambition

• Countries should agree to not rely on old CDM credits to meet their 
climate targets



Refreshment Break 

Sponsored by:



Engaging the passenger in sustainable travel

➢ Dr Susanne Becken, Professor of Sustainable Tourism and Director of Griffith 

Institute for Tourism, Griffith University, Australia

Kylie Bowen, Sustainability Planning & Communications Manager, TUI Group

Sara Bogdan, Manager of Sustainability & Environmental Social Governance, 

JetBlue Airways

Kati Ihamäki, Director of Corporate Sustainability, Finnair

Moderator: Andrew Pozniak, Executive Director, Green Aviation



Moving from 
passengers to 

people



The World is changing rapidly

4 billion footprints –

4 billion helping hands?



Better information

Griffith Institute for Tourism



Co-creating a 
meaningful guest 
experience

Griffith Institute for Tourism

Shenaiya & Tom Day
3 Generation stay
September 2016
Saving
49%  LPG
40% Water
On target Electricity

Phil & Vivien 
Van Dissel
Wedding 
Anniversary
February 2016
Saving
30% LPG
11% Water
On target 
Electricity



Giving back

Griffith Institute for Tourism



What does this mean for airlines?



2-5 % of customers offset 
their flight.

32% of airlines are involved in some form 
of carbon offsetting activities.

Communication is poor and there 
is a disconnect from the customer 
journey.



Communicate and innovate

(offsetting ≠ reduction)

Genuine and high integrity offsets 
(monitoring, reporting, auditing)

We need absolute reductions

Principles



Department name (Edit in View > Header and Footer)

Do you have a social licence to operate?



Air New Zealand – working with a region 

Purchase of 
native forest 
carbon credits

Procurement of 
sustainable 
Maori sea food

Sustainable 
tourism product 
development

Partnership, mentoring 
and capacity building





Engaging the passenger in sustainable travel

Dr Susanne Becken, Professor of Sustainable Tourism and Director of Griffith 

Institute for Tourism, Griffith University, Australia

Kylie Bowen, Sustainability Planning & Communications Manager, TUI Group

➢ Sara Bogdan, Manager of Sustainability & Environmental Social Governance, 

JetBlue Airways

Kati Ihamäki, Director of Corporate Sustainability, Finnair

Moderator: Andrew Pozniak, Executive Director, Green Aviation





Engaging the passenger in sustainable travel

Dr Susanne Becken, Professor of Sustainable Tourism and Director of Griffith 

Institute for Tourism, Griffith University, Australia

Kylie Bowen, Sustainability Planning & Communications Manager, TUI Group

Sara Bogdan, Manager of Sustainability & Environmental Social Governance, 

JetBlue Airways

➢ Kati Ihamäki, Director of Corporate Sustainability, Finnair

Moderator: Andrew Pozniak, Executive Director, Green Aviation



SUSTAINABILITY

IN THE AIR

KATI IHAMÄKI

DIRECTOR CORPORATE 

SUSTAINABILITY
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A Finnair Commitment Story

Firmly anchored in the North, we pride ourselves in 

our Nordic mindset. Looking at the world from our 

unique viewpoint, we see a need for change. 

There’s a need for a more caring approach towards 

our planet and its people. We believe that steps can 

be taken, little by little, as long as we all pull 

together. 

From our northern position, we gain a head start on 

this journey. Openness and respect for the 

environment and human rights are intrinsic to our 

Nordic mindset. Our unique position also helps us 

keep routes short and work towards lowering 

emissions. Maintaining a profitable business helps 

us offer stability to our customers, partners, and 

employees.

It’s on this Northern mindset we want to build our 

future – and the future of air travel, for that matter. It 

will take time, but we believe we can be among the 

leaders of the industry in environmental issues and 

social responsibility. Effective routes, an ambitious 

approach to biofuels and profound respect towards 

the people we work with all lay ground for better 

things.

We are committed to lead the way towards a 

cleaner, caring and collaborative future.

A very Nordic (Finnair) commitment.
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Communication, communication, 
communication…

• Through – SoMe, IFE, Finnair Plus, 

Media, Personnel, WoM

• Choose an airline with modern fleet

• Fly in the right direction from the beginning

• Avoid over-crowded airports

• Use public transportation for connecting to 

the airports

• Compensate?

51

If every Finnair 

pax would leave -

1kg/luggage per 

flight/per year

would that save

1,2mil. kg fuel=20 

HELTYO flights



Cocktail Reception

Sponsored by:


